
HD 36 x 22 mins.  

Video Killed The Radio Star series 5, 6 & 7
are brought to you by multi Grammy
winner, Producer Scott Millaney and Multi
Grammy and BAFTA winning Director, Brian
Grant. 
The series highlights the visual style and
musical impact of individual artists, from
the pioneering video work of David Bowie to
the iconic visuals of Michael Jackson and
Elton John.

Each episode is dedicated to a particular
Artist and the Video Directors and Stylists
who helped create these unique visual
statements. 

Videos such as Bowie’s "Ashes to Ashes",
Elton John’s “I’m still standing”, Prince’s
“Purple Rain", Madonna's “Vogue” and
Michael Jackson's “Thriller”

Video Killed The Radio Star 
Series 5 + 6 + 7 (Episodes ongoing)
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HD 60 mins

It's hard to separate the words enduring and energy
with the band we know as Kíla. Pota Óir is a in-depth
look at this extraordinary band." - Dan Hegarty, 2fm

Kíla: Pot of Gold/Pota Óir is a portrait of one of
Ireland’s most respected cult bands who merge folk
and world music traditions into a euphoric live
experience. Now in their 30th year, Kíla has come to be
considered one of Ireland’s most exciting and
innovative bands. Their unique and ever-evolving
sound, while rooted in tradition, is inspired by a myriad
of influences from musical traditions around the globe.

Director Anthony White followed the band on tour,
capturing the infectious vitality of their performances
in Ireland and the Cambridge Folk Festival, England.
The film combines generous swathes of concert
footage, candid interviews and intimate backstage
moments. A lively record of one of Ireland’s most
acclaimed and energetic live acts. 

Kíla were nominated for an Emmy Award. Their most
notable collaborations have been on the soundtracks
for two Oscar nominated animated films The Secret of
Kells and  Song of the Sea with Composer  Bruno
Coulais.  

"One of the most beautifully
euphoric live experiences" -

BBC World Review

"The delicate and considered
work of a music lover.

Excellent!" - 
Myles O'Reilly, Arbutus Yarns

"An in-depth look at this
extraordinary band" - 

Dan Hegarty, 2FM

Monster Entertainment
The Monster Mews
11A Herbert Lane,
Dublin 2, Ireland

For international Sales & Distribution
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The Gloaming

HD
52 mins

'Moment To Moment’, is a documentary film
about The Gloaming.  Audiences love them, crit-
ics heap praise upon them, and Peter Gabriel
describes them as having           created a new
genre; they are a group of five outstanding musi-
cians collectively known as The Gloaming. For
Martin Hayes, Iarla Ó Lionáird, Caoimhín Ó
Raghallaigh, Dennis Cahill and Thomas
Bartlett, the interpretation and performance of
Irish traditional music is at the heart of their
creative expression as musicians.

Martin, Caoimhín and Dennis have been recog-
nized for balancing traditional rigor with an energy
that seems entirely new. Thomas has been identi-

fied with the              independent rock scene for
his work with artists as diverse as The National,
Glen Hansard, and Antony and the Johnsons.
Iarla has made many ground breaking recordings
with the Afro Celt Sound System, his
distinctive voice venturing far beyond the
boundaries of any one genre.

The film depicts The Gloaming working together
in Grouse Lodge Studios in County Westmeath,
Ireland. Later in the year, they were filmed in con-
cert at the Triskel in Cork. The film reveals the
profound connection between them as players and
as players with their audience.

An exciting musical 
profile of the most 
disruptive group in 

traditional Irish music 
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THE LAST
LENNON iNTERViEW 

What started as a routine interview to pro-

mote an upcoming double album turned into

an obituary of one of popular music’s

biggest figures of the 20th Century. 

The Last Lennon Interview tells the story of

John Lennon’s final interview with Andy

Peebles of the BBC in December 1980. 

In his first radio interview for 5 years. John

Lennon speaks candidly to Peebles about

his personal life, Yoko, break up of The

Beatles and his US deportation case with

all his usual wit and charm. 

Two days after this interview, Lennon would

be shot and killed outside his apartment

block in New York and so this BBC interview

became his last. 

BROADCAST 
PREMiERE

HD
24 mins.
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Kings Of The World
Everybody knows their music, few know their story...

52 Mins HD 

Kings of 
the World
is an intimate musical
portrait of a reclusive gipsy
community in the South of
France, which has produced
world-famous musicians, yet
remains largely unknown to
the outside world.

The film tells the story of
three families, linked
through ties of blood and
music:  the Reyes, famous as
the Gipsy Kings, the
Balliardo – descendants of
Manitas de Plata, and their
cousins the Regis, reclusive
adepts of flamenco puro.

Through cinematic imagery,
poetic narrative, intimate
musical performances and
moving glimpses of day
to day life, we learn to
understand the mindset of
these unique people, to
whom fame and fortune have
no value, and little matters
but music and family. 

Shot in 4K and
featuring over 20 musical
performances, the film is a
rare treat for anyone who
likes flamenco guitar or the
Gipsy Kings.

featuring 
the original 

members of the
Gipsy Kings
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C U R T A i N
U P !

Curtain Up! - The ultimate theatre lover’s
viewing feast of New York's West End and the-
atre-related backstage and onstage content.
Exclusive look behind the scenes of some of
Broadway's most exciting shows, uniquely
showcasing inspirational hidden-gem theatre
productions (fringe), offering fly-on-the-wall insid-
er¹s takes from leading industry experts.

Executive producer Scott Millaney (multiple
Grammy and MTV Video Awards nominee and
winner, three Golden Rose of Montreux and two
BRIT Awards) and also Produced by Katy
Lynne. Directed by Nick Morris (Emmy Award
winner, Tony and Olivier Award Nominee).
Presented by Louise Gookey

EXCLUSIVE 
BEHIND

BROADWAY

HD
22 mins.
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Pauline Bewick: Yellow Man Grey Man 
is a feature film directed by artist Maurice Galway.
He examines in a creative way the hugely successful series
of work by much loved artist, Pauline Bewick known as The
Yellow Man and illuminates an equally important but
much less well-known series of her works : the Grey
Man Drawings.

During conversations with Pauline over the last 10 years,
Maurice discovered the existence of her Grey Man; drawings
dealing with a much darker side of the artist which arose
from discussions she had with a Gestalt psychoanalyst. They
are in direct contrast to her Yellow Man works which

represent an ideal life style and philosophy. This film brings
the Grey Man into the light for the first time and gives an
intimate insight into how the artist works and the impor-
tance of the two entities in her life’s work and achieve-
ments.

The past 35 years have seen Pauline’s work develop into an
internationally recognisable style, becoming an integral
part of Ireland’s cultural legacy. She lived with the Maori
people for over two years in the South Pacific, painting and
writing, hoping to find the perfect society. Today her work
continues to sell all over the wold.

1 x 54’ HD 

Pauline Bewick:
Yellow Man GreY Man 
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There are cinematic milestones that

have left a marked impression on the

landscapes in which they were filmed. John Ford's

take on his idealized vision of Ireland, 'The Quiet Man',

is one such film. 

The plot revolves around Sean Thornton (John Wayne) who

after killing  a man in a boxing fight in America, returns to

claim his ancestral home in Ireland and falls in love with a

fiery redhead Mary Kate Danagher (Maureen O’Hara). The

themes of the film mirrored Ford’s own family’s experience

of loss of land and forced emigration. When it was released

'The Quiet Man' became a monster hit all across the world

and has resonated with  international audiences ever

since. 

‘John Ford - Dreaming The Quiet Man’ reveals John

Ford’s twenty-year quest to realize his most personal

film. Gabriel Byrne narrates the story over stunning

landscapes of Monument Valley in Arizona and the West of

Ireland. Sur viving extras from the ‘The Quiet Man’ add a

unique backdrop to Ford’s masterpiece.  

John Ford – Dreaming the Quiet Man

ExclusivE iNtErviEws with 

Maureen O’Hara, Martin Scorsese, 

Peter Bogdanovich & Jim Sheridan

HD
56 mins

Narrated by Gabriel Byrne



Ferramonti was the italian fascist regime’s
primary internment camp, following the entry of
italy into world war ii. Jews from many nations
including austrians, French, Slavs and chinese
were imprisoned - not only those “guilty” of
having Jewish blood.  Ferramonti was built and
operated by a businessman who exploited his
friendship with fascist officers making money from
every inmate. The camp was active for 4 years and
finally liberated by the British in September 1943,
to avoid the dangers of being caught again, many
ex-inmates remained within the relative safety of
the Ferramonti camp until the war ended, the
camp was officially closed on 11th December 1945. 

one particularly moving story inside the story, is
the amazing year-long odysseys of the ‘Pentcho’ –
an ungainly river ferry-boat. The 500 legendary
passengers had escaped German territory – and
after many months of adventures sailing down the
Danube river – they f inally reached the
Mediterranean – only to be caught when the ship
sunk in Greek waters. The survivors were taken

prisoner and transferred first to ciprus, another
nazi domain, and then to the Ferramonti camp.

The film honours those who risked their lives to
protect the persecuted and offers a careful
reconstruction. From the choice of where to locate
the camp, to the dirty business deals behind its
very construction and the relationships between
the prisoners of different ethnic groups – 3D
reconstruction of the camp and HD filming offer a
comprehensive picture of fascist propaganda and
reveal the scandalous cover-ups carried out after
the war. 

The facts are narrated by surviving inmates and
the sons and daughters of victims, now living all
over the world. Through the testimony of
historians, survivors, and original documents, the
documentary explores and paints a realistic
picture describing a sad period, far-away in time
but still part of a recent history never to be
forgotten.

1 x 56’ HD 

FerraMonTi
THe HIDDen ConCenTraTIon CaMP
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Electric Burma is a music concert 
documentary of the historic visit by

Burmese leader Aung San Suu Kyi
to Dublin in June 2012.  It was the first 
concert held in her honour and in her 

presence outside of Burma.

52 minutes 

& 94 minutes

The remarkable story and extraordinary
music    concert of Aung San Suu Kyi's his-
toric visit to Dublin, her first to Europe in
nearly a quarter of a century, having spent
15 of the years from 1988 - 2010 under
house arrest.

Over 30 acts performed music, dance, 
spoken word and trapeze!

Highlights include musical performances 
by Bono, Damien Rice, Lupe Fiasco, 
Bob Geldof, Angelique Kidjo and Riverdance.

Spoken word performance by 
Vanessa Redgrave, 
Bob Geldof, Saoirse Ronan and 
Jack Gleeson (Game of Thrones) 
Presentation of 'Ambassador of 
Conscience' Award by Bono 
to Aung San Suu Kyi. 
Short speech by Aung San Suu Kyi.

All artists perform the finale 
of Bob Dylan's 'I shall be released'…

Monster Entertainment 2018 Documentary & Music
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“My name is Jimmy Murakami. Teruaki is the Japanese name I was born
with. It was taken from me in America after Japan bombed Pearl Harbor.”

The Late Japanese American animator Jimmy T. Murakami’s has enthralled cinemagoers all
over”the world and children still grow up watching his classic “The Snowman’.  When
Murakami released “When the Wind Blows” audiences got a powerful wake up call
to the horror of the Nuclear Bomb.  After a glittering career in moviemaking Jimmy had
one more project that would reveal a dark chapter in his childhood that he had
never dealt with - until the making of “Non Alien”

One of the greatest stains on the history of American Civil Liberties occurred after  Japan
attacked Pearl Harbour during WW2. Japanese-American citizens like Jimmy and his
family were evacuated to Tule Lake concentration camp in the California desert. Jimmy
was only nine years old when his family had to quit their small farm to be imprisioned for
four years for a crime of which they had no part in.  Jimmy Murakami still rages against
the America that scarred his life. This film goes on a powerful journey with Jimmy, from
his adopted country, Ireland, through his film career, culminating in his return to Tule Lake
to confront his childhood and his ever-present anger with the American government that
put him there. Jimmy speaks for the thousands of other internees that were imprisoned
for years in the camp and recalls the deprivations his family endured and the horror of
witnessing his sister Sumiko die from leukemia. 

“Sé Merry Doyle’s wonderful new film follows this extraordinary journey
with great compassion and grace.” Gráinne Humphries - Dublin Film Festival

Jimmy Murakami - Non Alien features six specially commisioned animation sequences
based on Jimmy's paintings of life in the camp.  They create a powerful recreation of
Jimmy's and his family losing all their worldy goods as they were cast out of the American
Dream.

The film deals touchingly with his long-delayed return to
the site of the camp. Non Alien proved to be a fitting
tribute to a stalwart of his industry with great
compassion and grace.” Donald Clarke – The Irish Times

DIRECTORS CHOICE AWARD, 

SACRAMENTO FILM FESTIVAL 2012

JIMMY MURAKAMI  NON - ALIEN

HD
56 mins
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Bruce Lee expert 
John Little 
(A Warrior's Journey)
Tracks down the actual
locations of some of Bruce
Lee's most iconic action
scenes. 

Many of these sites remain
largely unchanged nearly
half a century later. 
At monasteries, ice
factories, and on urban
streets, Little explores the
real life settings of Lee's
legendary career. 

This film builds on Little's
earlier short, Pursuit of
the Dragon, to present a
comprehensive view of
Lee's work that will change
the way you see the films. 

In such pivotal films as
"The Big Boss," "Fist of
Fury," "The Way of the
Dragon" and "Enter the
Dragon", Lee staged 
the elaborately   
choreographed action
sequences that revolution-
ized the martial arts field.
They took on a mythic 
status and it is mindbog-
gling to see how he
expertly built traditional
locations into his story
lines to give them added
dimension. 

No one has ever taken on
the task of finding what 
remains of the cinematic
world of Bruce Lee The
revelations are nothing
short of astounding for
fans of Bruce Lee, martial
arts, and action
movies.7/1/16

100 mins HD special
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97 mins documaentary

Bruce Lee: In His Own Words 24 min 

Bruce Lee: In His Own Words

introduces audiences to a different

Bruce Lee than they were acquainted

with, revealing Lee to be a man who

single-handedly created a new genre of

film, a man who was a deep thinker

and philosophically oriented, in

addition to being one of the premiere

martial artists of the 20th century

The film draws from archive materials

(including his only surviving on-camera

interview), rare audio recordings and

home movie footage.  It allows the

viewer to spend time one-on-one with

the martial arts icon as Lee himself

talks about his life, his art and his

philosophy. 

The film captured first-place honours

at both the Toronto and Montreal

World Wide Short Film Festivals, and

was given a special stand-alone

platform at the Tokyo International Film

Festival.

“Finally, after all these years, Bruce has been

given a stage and allowed to show his worldwide

fans exactly what he had in mind for this film.  In

my opinion,

Bruce Lee:   A Warrior’s Journey sets the

record straight.” - Linda Lee Cadwell (Bruce

Lee’s widow)

Bruce Lee: A Warrior’s Journey reveals the

very soul of Bruce Lee for the first time; his

battles against cultural and professional bigotry,

how he survived his near crippling back injury,

and how he developed a radically new

approach to martial art based upon total

freedom for the individual practitioner and of

his journey to bring this truth to the big screen.

The film includes 3 action sequences, consisting

of 33 mins., which Bruce Lee filmed for his film

The Game of Death (which he did not live to

complete) which have now been found and

restored and will be seen for the first time in

this film.

Bruce Lee:   A Warrior’s Journey 97 mins
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The Bloody Irish! is a powerful and emotional
drama, a truly profound theatrical experience.  

First filmed for television as a 75 minute special and
broadcast on PBS in the US throughout late 2015.

British General Sir George Grenfell Maxwell –
the man who signed the death warrants of the
1916 Irish leaders - narrates this dramatic
retelling of the events of The 1916 Rising,
Ireland’s rebellion which took place during Easter
Week 1916. Starting out with a belief that The

Rising is a foul act of treachery, Maxwell has a
change of heart, asking in the end whether he has
made a grievous mistake in sending the main protag-
onists, Pearse, Connolly and the rest, to their
deaths.

“Irish Les Mis ready to do battle on Broadway”
The Sunday Times 3/12/15

“After a well received broadcast on PBS this past
October, new musical The Bloody Irish! Will land
on the Great White Way” Broadway.com 7/1/16

A POWERFUL AND    

EMOTIONAL DRAMA

75 min. musical TV special
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Far out on a vacant expanse of the

Nevada Desert, USA, 25,000+

people gather once a year late in

August to experience, Burning Man.

Dust Devils makes a visually

flamboyant journey through the life

and meaning of the world’s most

conceptually unique community arts

event. 

From Purple Productions.

Dustdevils (1 X 45 min )

Masterpiece: The Art of Carl Cunningham Cole
(1 x 52 mins)

Naked in Cuba
(1 x 52 mins)

Reginald Gray: Portrait of a Portrait Artist
(1 x 52 mins)

An intimate look at one of the last

European masters of the ancient art of

ceramics, Carl Cunningham Cole.

Invited into his personal studio, we

bear witness to the creation of unique

works of art, larger and more

exquisite than ever seen before, from

inspiration to finished piece.

Naked in Cuba is the story of Kilkenny

artist, Ramie Leahy, who left his home

to go to Cuba to paint nudes and land-

scapes. The documentary follows

Ramie for a year from country to

country in search of some truth about

living life at this moment in history,

capturing his surroundings in paintings.

His journey takes us to such diverse

locations as the deepest jungles in

Cuba and tropical deserted beaches

to the cold winter winds that spiral

through the narrow cobbled streets of

Santiago in Spain to the blazing sun

beating down on a busy street in

London.

Chronicles the life of this 69 years old

artist Reginald Gray, international

known as portraitist whose subjects

rarely if ever have been willing to sit for

a portrait, Francis Bacon most notably. 

From Paris to Normandy, London to

Dublin we get an intimate look at

Gray’s life and art through his own

stories and the colorful opinions of

family,  friends, critics and fellow artists.
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